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Table of Species of Ophiacantha-continued.

I About eleven mouth papilla to each angle; large
}

hant1ia curpidata.I tentacle scales,

Seven mouth papillw to each angle; slender spini-
} Ophiacantlia longidena.

Mouth papill long and form tentacle scales,

Seven mouth papilla High disk stumps with
thorny sides and ends A spines feebly Ophiacantlia nodo8a

slender.
th

}thorny. Six arms,

The lowest arm spine thickened and curved, . . . . . Ophiacantha cornuta.

Tentacle scales with long thorns; arm spines strongly thorny, . . Ophiacantha aspera.

Nine rather short, scarcely thorny arm spines. Side arm plates barely meeting

}
Ophiacantha indica.above and not prominent, so that the upper arm spines on either side

are widely separated. Disk crotchets close-set and rather coarse,

Seven strongly thorny arm spines. Side arm plates very prominent. Coarse
} Ophintha

8tcllata.
disk crotchets, . . .

. Arm spines strongly thorny; tentacle scales long, stout, and sharp, . . Ophiacantha 8cutata.

Eight or more feebly thorny arm spines; side arm plates not very prominent.
} Ophint1ta

cosmica.Disk crotchets rather stout, .

Ton slightly thorny arm spines, longer than in OphiacanVia cosmica, . Ophiacantlia millespina.

. Seven to eight slender, nearly smooth arm spines. One narrow spine-like
tentacle scale. Under arm plates much wider than long of a broad axe:

}
OiactlUi di8coidea.0




shape, . . . . . .

Seven scarcely thorny arm spines; side arm plates very prominent. Disk
}
Oplziacantha pentacrinu&crotchets minute, . . . .




I
Six not thorny, rather short arm spines; side arm plates not very prominent

}
hintha aby88icolaDisk crotchets fine and close-set, . .

Very long, not thorny arm spines; side arm plates large and swollen; outer
}

intha ieviapina.side of under arm plates strongly curved, .

Disk evenly set with minute bifid or trifid stumps. Four to five eharp, slightly
}

1gi,tha dallaai.rough, glassy arm spines, not as long as a joint, .

Disk beset with minute grain-like stumps bearing a crown of blunt thorns. Arm
spines long, slender, translucent, and thorny, mounted on very projecting

}
Ophiacantha a8rrata.

side arm plates which meet above, . . .

Disk covered with soft akin, through which a fine scaling may be distinguished;and set above with a few pointed, rough, stout spines. On each angle, eleven" scattered spine-like mouth papilla. Three slender, nearly smooth, rounded,
}

Ophiacantha marstpiah&
tapering arm spines,. " .
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